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On ornament, textiles and baldachins depicted on the ceilings of 
buddhist cave temples in Khartse Valley, Western Tibet. Form, 
Function and Meaning 
 
The prophesy of the Sage (Shakyamuni) is announced in many sutras and tantras thus: »In 
seven times five hundred years from my nirvana there will appear a monk with a bird-like 
face and he will spread my teachings«. The ancestral home of this lama was Hrugs-wer of 
Kha-tse in Gu-ge (Snellgrove and Skorupski 1980: 85).2 
 
Summary 
Paintings of textiles and ornament on ceilings of early Western Himalaya Buddhist temples 
have an important role to play in the experience of sacred space and religious meaning. 
Roger Goepper (19933, 19954) was one of the first Western scholars to point out the 
importance of textile depictions and ceiling decoration in the art of Alchi/ Ladakh (ca 1200). 
Various other researchers, focusing in particular on the Assembly Hall of Tabo/ Spiti, 
Himachal Pradesh (mid. 11th C), elucidated specific aspects of ceiling depictions as purely 
decorative elements, imitations of textile patterns (Wandl 1996)5 or focused on the possible 
function of ornamental depictions as honorific covers as suggested for earlier ceiling 
paintings in Dunhuang by Whitfield & Farrer 1990 and Whitfield 19966. Giuseppe Tucci 
(1935)7 was the first to interpret early Western Himalayan temple’s ceilings as symbolic 
representations of canopies, which was later adopted by Klimburg-Salter 19968, 19979, 
200110 for various distinctive types of ceilings in Afghanistan and Western Tibet. However, 
collating new data from examples of this genre of painting during different periods as a single 
corpus allows a fresh perspective on the genre of ceiling designs and gives insights into 
structural principles of this long and refined artistic expression as well as the interpretation of 
their meaning within the architectonic tradition of Western Tibet temples and their overall 
iconographic programmes.  
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<1> 
Various sites in the Khartse (mKhar rtse) Valley represent important, but hitherto almost 
unknown examples of the rich and complex artistic culture under Western Tibetan Buddhist 
patronage from the 10th century onward (Figs. 1-3).  
 
Fig. 1. Khartse Valley 
 
Fig. 2. View of Tsamda area from Khartse 
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Fig. 3. Landscape around Khartse Village area 
The Kardzong (mKhar rdzong) cave is one of the most interesting monuments among them 
(Fig. 4). The present article gives a first assessment of that site, exploring a little studied 
component of its decoration, namely ornamental depictions on the ceiling. Embedding them 
into the long and refined tradition of Indian and early western Tibetan ceiling designs the 
study attempts to analyze their form, function and meaning. This cave will be compared with 
a newly discovered sacred space in this valley, the »Tsülgye (Tshul skyes) Cave«11, which is 
exemplary for a later development of ceiling compositions and different symbolism of sacred 
space from the 15th /16th C onward, mimicking ephemeral sacred spaces on the model of 
Central Asian cave temples. 
<2> 
Khartse is known as the ancestral area of the »Great Translator« (lo chen) Rinchen Zangpo 
(958–1055) who played a vital role during the phase of the »Later Diffusion of Buddhism« 
(bstan pa phyi dar) initiated by the kings of Purang Guge in Western Tibet in the aftermath of 
the collapse of the Central Tibetan monarchy.12 The area is located in the centre of Tsamda 
(rTswa mda) County (Maps 1-2), which lies in the southeast of Ngari (mNga’ ris) prefecture 
(Tibetan Autonomous Region, TAR). To the east one finds Tsaparang (rTsa rang), the former 
capital of the kings of Guge.13 The area forms a long valley which is enclosed by steep cliffs. 
The Kardzong cave examined here is located in the high-altitude region (4,300 m) of the 
upper southern part of the valley (Map 2: VI). It is possibly the only sanctuary within a large 
complex of caves (ca. 30-40, each ca. 2x3 m in size) which were cut – at an elevation of 
approximately 200 m from the bottom of the valley – into south-facing cliffs (Fig. 4).  
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Map of Khartse Valley, Western Tibet (Ngari Prefecture, Tibetan Autonomous Region (map : Ch. 
Kalantari)  
 
Fig. 4. Cliffs with entrance to the mKhar rdzong cave 
<3> 
The interior decoration indicates strong links with religious concepts of Tibetan Buddhist 
schools in Central Tibet (Fig. 5).  
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Fig. 5. View of the main/north wall 
These schools, for example the »Bri gung bKa« brgyud pa (pr. Drigung Kagyüpa), appeared 
in Western Tibet from the 13th century onwards. In these religious traditions idealized 
portraits of the teacher or hierarch of the individual order – conceived as manifestation of the 
Buddha – surrounded by monks of his school play a central role. The wall paintings on the 
northern wall show a double portrait of the noble image of Butön (Bu ston) Rinpoche, who 
lived between 1290 and 1263 and was the abbot of Shalu (Zha lu) monastery in Central 
Tibet. He is shown giving dharma instructions, indicating his importance as a teacher, and 
wears the characteristic red hat and sumptuous robe of a lama. In the interstices in the upper 
zone there are the portraits of eminent teachers of previous periods identified by captions 
which include one referring to the »Great translator« lo chen, Rin chen bzang po (Rinchen 
Zangpo; Fig. 6) and the »Royal Lama« lha bla ma Ye shes ’od (Yeshe-Ö).  
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Fig. 6. Portrait of eminent master Rinchen Bzangpo 
On the western and eastern walls, in mirror-like symmetry, one can see five mandalas in a 
row, while on the entrance wall (southern wall) there are wrathful protectors, local tutelary 
deities and donor depictions featuring historic personalities identified by inscriptions (Fig. 7).  
 
Fig. 7. West wall, donor depictions and offerings of ‘Five Senses’ 
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The style of the presentation represents a tradition that is among the most refined and 
technically sophisticated in Western Tibetan Buddhist art. In contrast to earlier temples of this 
tradition, intensive colours predominate, with generous use of dark red, dark blue pigments 
as well as gold. Many elements echo earlier styles associated with the kingdom of Pu rang-
Guge, displaying affinities with the »renaissance phase« of the paintings in temples at 
Tholing and Tabo (14th/ 15th C). One finds also affinities with 14th-century Chinese textile 
traditions which may have provided models for the ceiling decoration, as will be discussed, 
giving additional clues to the dating.  
<4> 
The Kardzong cave is unique in this area as it preserves the ‘original’ decorative programme 
with its ceiling paintings intact. When standing in the temple and looking up to the ceiling, the 
onlooker receives the impression of a patchwork-like surface decoration seemingly 
resembling a canopy or tent made of textiles (Diagram; Fig. 8).  
 
Fig. 8. Central ceiling panel showing a flower rosette containing the ‘Avalokiteshvaramantra om mani 
padme hum hrih’ 
However, a closer examination as a part of the overall architectonic structure reveals that this 
system of decoration developed within a rich and refined tradition of construction traditions 
and ceiling compositions, the latter being a constant theme in the Buddhist temple art of the 
region.  
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<5> 
At Khartse the ceiling decoration is painted directly onto the rock surface of the cave temple 
and consists of nine rectangular squares organised in three rows, thus forming an orthogonal 
grid system. The organisation in rectangular panels clearly preserves the memory of local 
architecture constructed of mud-bricks, stone rubble and timber beams decorated with 
different textile paintings between the wooden elements of the ceiling.14 These paintings of 
textiles organized in a symmetric grid at Khartse thus allude to an architectonic unity with a 
pseudo-lantern-like centre placed on a system of beams and rafters. A comparable example 
of this type of centralised ceiling design – representing a hierarchy towards the centre and 
symbolically honouring and elevating the focus of worship below - where often a stupa or 
main icon is placed - can be found at Lalung/ Spiti (ca. beginning of the 13th C). The spatial 
concept behind this type of ceiling design is perhaps related to the strong and lasting 
evolutionary history of centralised ceiling compositions which characterise accessible stupas 
of the Alchi-group in Ladakh.15 In fact, at Khartse stupas of clay (today in ruinous state of 
conservation) are positioned in the four corners. 
<6> 
With regard to the motifs depicted in the individual panels at Khartse, the ceiling plan 
displays a centralized ‘mandalic’ layout which has a distinct hierarchical structure with the 
highest-ranking element at the centre featuring a lotus medallion with inscribed letters. The 
central element consists of a central square with smaller squares at the cardinal directions 
and in the corners while rectangles are placed in the interstices. Within this arrangement of 
compositional units following distinctive decorative themes can be distinguished:  
<7> 
(1) The central element (Fig. 8, cf. Diagram: ‘A’) contains the most complex motifs, namely a 
lotus rosette16 surrounded by lotus tendrils forming a six-petalled flower containing letters in 
Lantsa script which represent a mantra. This composition is framed and emphasized by a 
wickerwork band. The letters represent one of the most popular Buddhist mantras, namely 
the Avalokiteshvaramantra om mani padme hum hrih. The mantra begins with the letter in 
the petal on the upper left side of the rosette and ends with the syllable 'hrih' in the centre 
(Thomas Kintaert, verbal communication).17 One personification of this mantra is Sadaksari-
Lokeshvara, who is depicted in the wall-paintings of the Bar rdzong (ca. 13th C) cave in the 
same valley (cf. Map: IV F).18  
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<8> 
(2) At the cardinal directions there are four medallions each with a letter in the Lantsa script 
at their centres (the syllable 'hrih', which is identical with that in the centre) alluding – as 
already stated – to the mandalic layout of the ceiling composition.19 The letters are 
surrounded by tendrils from which issue different flowers (perhaps peonies, hibiscus and 
lotus) on which rest the ‘Eight Auspicious Signs’ (bkra shis rtags brgyad) (Diagram: ‘B 1-4’; 
and Fig. 9).  
 
Fig. 9. Detail, Panel Group B, Ceiling medallions in the four cardinal directions showing the Eight 
Auspicious Symbols and a central letter (hrih) in Lantsa script 
The latter are present everywhere in Tibet as lucky signs and are also used in mandala 
rituals as offerings. These ornaments recall earlier ceiling decorations in the ambulatory of 
the Tabo Main Temple (c. end of 10th C; Figs. 19.-19A.).  
 
Fig. 19. Tabo, valanced above the sanctum of Assembly Hall  
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Fig. 19A. Tabo, ceiling above sanctum, detail in corner with one of Eight Auspicious Symbols  
There one finds different airborne offering deities and auspicious symbols in the corners – 
alluding to a mandalic configuration (comparable inter alia with a ca. 10th C painted mandala 
from Dunhuang ; cf. Fig. 35) and thus representing a cosmological concept of space with the 
sanctum in its centre.  
 
Fig. 35. Dunhuang, Mandala on paper, c. 10th C.  
This complex iconographic ceiling programme in the sanctum of Tabo contrasts with that of 
the assembly hall of this temple, where surface patterns with symbols associated with worldly 
wealth and abundance (such as vases of plenty filled with flowers, heavenly bejewelled 
trees, lotus rosettes and cornucopia emitting jewel
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onto the Buddha and the devotee.20 These popular thematic sets from an Indian religious 
(Hindu and pre-Buddhist) substratum were integrated into Buddhist mythology at a very early 
stage (cf. Papa-Kalantari 200721, 200822). In the early phase of this artistic tradition (10th – 
13th C.) these popular symbols are organized as textile-mimicking patterns. Only at Tabo 
they are depicted on actual cotton fabrics which were fixed between the beams to protect 
dust from falling down. It has to be noted in this context that there is also the influential 
tradition of textiles in the Indian tradition to shape ephemeral ritual spaces, which is still 
observable today in Buddhist performances in Himachal Pradesh (Kalantari, forthcoming), 
and which appears to be reflected in this decorative system in the early Western Himalaya 
temples.  Furthermore the sizes of textile strips attached to the ceiling and types or 
decoration observable in the Tabo Dukhang can be compared with early Indian ceremonial 
banners from Gujarat for the Indonesian market (Papa-Kalantari 2008, see note 21: Fig. 26; 
Ruth Barnes, Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, verbal communication 2002).23  
<9> 
(3) By contrast, the four corners at Khartse are inhabited by images of possibly Chinese-style 
dragons24 and phoenixes encircled by rainbows and clouds indicating the celestial sphere 
(Diagram: ‘C 1-4’; Figs. 11 and 12); the latter motifs are found in the later Tabo Brom ston 
Lhakhang (Spiti, ca. 15th C) protecting the ceiling space above the entrance to the temple. A 
counterpart to these Chinese-style mythical creatures in the Tibetan realm can also be found 
in the same cave, namely naga (serpent spirits), which are in addition often depicted as 
supports of thrones of deities (Fig. 12 - 14).  
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Figs. 12.-14. Tabo (Spiti, Himachal Pradesh), Dromtön Lhakhang  
They are responsible for controlling the weather. Thus - despite inhabiting the underworld - 
the ceiling is a suitable place for their representation. Like the Indian and Tibetan naga the 
legendary Chinese dragon has a strong affinity with weather control.25 Two roundels show 
phoenixes in flight with their long necks turned towards each other in a kind of yin-yang form. 
Dragon and phoenix are ancient Chinese astrologic and geomantic symbols equated with the 
cardinal directions.26 Thus the temple alludes here to a celestial world reflecting early 
concepts of nature and cosmogony as integrated into the Buddhist world system. These 
mythical creatures are also frequently found as motifs on contemporary liturgical textiles (see 
below) and at the zenith of ceilings of early Buddhist cave temples at Dunhuang and also – in 
closer temporal and geographic proximity – on the ceilings of cave sanctuaries at Dungkar 
(ca. mid. 12th C, Figs. 41-42).27 
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Figs. 41.-42. Dungkar, Ceiling, ‘Small Cave A’  
<10> 
(4) Between the latter two types of panels at Khartse are complex ornamental surface 
patterns, such as linked squares with circles – perhaps echoing vases (bum pa) of earlier 
(10th -12th C) phases – together with rosettes in strict geometric configurations (Diagram: 
‘D1-8’; Figs. 15 and 16).  
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Figs. 15.-16. Textile depiction in the interstices (Group D) 
The dominance of flowers and lotus rosettes in particular on Western Tibetan ceilings of 
various phases may echo symbolism of the Buddha as well as the practice of flower offerings 
which is essential in Buddhist ritual and worship. Lotus medallions in pearled circles which 
are depicted at Tabo are a key element in the depiction of the sitting textiles of the Buddha in 
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early Kashmir-style art.28 These complex motifs alluding to luxury textiles are often found on 
the temple’s ceilings - the celestial throne of the Buddha - which contrast to the textile motifs 
found in the wall paintings (Papa-Kalantari 2007, see note 20).29 There are also significant 
parallels to the rich tradition of Kashmiri-influenced Indian wooden temples, one important 
example being the Mirkula Devi temple in Udaipur (Lahaul-Spiti; cf. Papa-Kalantari 2007, see 
note 20: Fig. 18), featuring extremely find padma (lotus blossoms) and celestial gandharva in 
the corners of the wooden ceiling. 
<11> 
Regarding the function and meaning of the individual compositions in the Kardzong temple at 
Khartse and their relation to the overall programme, the side panels containing the »Eight 
Auspicious Symbols« – recalling actual honorific covers or canopies30 – may have been 
designed to honour the stupas below as well as the two main deities in the temple of which 
today only the thrones remain.  
<12> 
Comparative material of such honorific cloth made of luxury textiles is provided by a 
sumptuous, large size silk in an Austrian private collection (Sammlung Dr. Prammer), which 
was exhibited on the occasion of a seminar held by the Austrian Society for Textile Art 
Research (TKF) in September 2010 (Figs. 21 and 21A) at Schloss Aschach (Upper Austria). 
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Figs. 21.-21A. Sumptuous silk textile (honorific cover or baldachin), Ming-period, collection Dr. 
Prammer  
The rectangular textiles of silk features a centralised surface pattern with middle rosette and 
lotus tendrils with flowers growing out of it on which rest letters, perhaps lantsa script 
representing the mantra om mani padme hum hrih, found also in the zenith panel at Khartse. 
The complex configuration forms a large medallion decorating the gold-colour silk ground in 
a colour palette of light blue, dark blue and red. Another example from the same collection 
features a surface pattern with stylized lotus rosettes (with characteristic eight petals in the 
centre), linked in a geometric grid system (Fig. 22), the latter can be compared with the 
ornament of ‘group D’ at Khartse (Fig. 15). 31 
 
Fig. 22 Chinese Central Asian luxury cloth of silk, collection Dr. Prammer  
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Fig. 15. Textile depiction in the interstices (Group D) 
<13> 
The central and main medallion – or honorific cover – containing letters in the Lantsa script at 
Khartse is depicted above the central space in the temple, which is empty today. The 
composition of the Avalokiteshvaramantra om mani padme hum hrih (»Hail the Jewel in the 
Lotus«) at the centre is an important component in the overall programme of the temple and 
represents a central component and higher truth of the Buddhist belief system (cf. also Fig. 
17).32  
 
Fig. 17. Khartse, Cang lo chen cave temple, ceiling 
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The holy letters or ‘vocal sounds’ in this cave are ‘enthroned’ like deities on a lotus and they 
may reflect Tibetan ritual practices of meditation, recitation and visualization by the Buddhist 
devotee in the temple. I cannot get here into the complex factors which resulted in the 
importance of the written word in Tibetan culture and the different layers of meanings of 
letters decorating Buddhist architecture. However. ‘Words as icons’ are a central component 
in Tibetan realm considering the fact that virtually all Tibetan literature is religious. “Tibetan 
Alphabet was adapted from an Indian model in order to translate the Buddhist canon into the 
Tibetan language […]” and therefore “ […] all writing is surrounded by an aura of the 
supernatural”.33 
<14> 
(5) At the borders of the Khartse ceiling is an assemblage of strips decorated with different 
ornamental patterns (Diagram: ‘E1-12’; Figs. 15 and 16), while (6) on the uppermost zone of 
the wall displays valances of textiles forming a continuous frieze (Diagram: F; Figs. 5 and 
16), constituting a constant theme in the decorative programme of temples in this region (cf. 
the c. mid 11th C Nyag cave temple/ Nyag phug pa at Khartse: Figs. 18.-18A; and the 10th 
11th C Tabo Assembly Hall: Figs. 19-19A.).  
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Figs. 18-18A. Nyag temple, valances (c. mid 11.th C) 
They recall the old tradition of mythical beings such as kirttimukha34 – terrifying masks, 
emitting pearls and textiles – which have a protective and wealth-bestowing function. These 
themes form an important element in Indian architectural ornamentation and are frequently 
represented on pillars, thrones, shrines, lintels and as the uppermost element on torana 
(gates), marking and protecting the sacred sphere of gods as opposed to the world of 
wilderness and nature (cf. Lehner 200635: 143).36 Thus painted valances in the uppermost 
zone are reminders of an architectonic relationship. These jewel-encrusted textile hangings 
also echo the cultic context, namely ritual practices of precious textiles and valances (dra ba 
[dang] dra phyed) made of silk brocades offered to the temple by pious devotees, which have 
constituted an important aspect of the aesthetic-sacred space of Tibetan temples since 
earliest times (for 9th C example in Dunhuang: Fig. 20) up to present day.37  
 
Fig. 20. Dunhuang, silk valances, (after Whitfield and Farrer 1990) 
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They were often positioned on the uppermost elements of sacred spaces, on constructive 
elements and altars, and were then also translated into the medium of painting where – over 
and above their decorative and honorific function – they became markers of an overall 
architectonic unity.  
<15>  
At Khartse, the illusionist representation of actual Buddhist ritual textiles and temple 
hangings is particularly dominant, reflecting the long tradition of textiles as objects of merit, 
meditation, devotion and trade, which has resulted in Buddhist temples being today among 
the most important depositories of medieval luxury textiles.38 In terms of both style and 
technique, the central panel recalls damasks or precious textiles decorated with 
embroideries. Additional interesting comparative material is provided by ritual garments from 
the important silk-producing centres of the Yuan dynasty (1279-1368). A canopy in the 
Metropolitan Museum decorated with threads of gold, typical of the Yuan period, is of special 
interest in this context (cf. Watt & Wardwell 1997: Pl. 60; p. 196).39 The paired confronting 
phoenixes in flight shown on it strongly recall the mythical beings depicted on the corner 
panels at Khartse. While the complex ornamental patterns at Khartse (squares and linked 
circles) recall Chinese brocades from later periods (cf. Gao Hanyu: 1992: fig. 121)40, some of 
the small-scale patterns can again be compared to silk damasks41 from the Yuan period (cf. 
Watt and Wardwell 1997, see note 38: fig. 42, p. 153). Characteristic of the latter type of 
pattern at Khartse are lobed roundels encircling a coiled dragon against a background of tiny 
squares (Fig. 16). The presence of this type of textile tradition as a possible model for the 
Khartse ceiling can be historically linked to the strong Sino-Tibetan relations which prevailed 
under the Yuan dynasty (during the 14th century Yuan silk textiles were transported as far 
afield as Italy; ibid. 18). This shows that textile depictions in Western Tibetan and Western 
Himalaya temples constitute a hugely important resource for issues of material culture, trade 
relations and cultural interactions and thus also for the dating of the temples. 
<16> 
The illusionist textile paintings on the ceilings play an important role in the decorative 
systems and symbolism of Buddhist sacred spaces in the Western Himalaya and Western 
Tibet at different periods. In the early phase (10th to 12th C) there is a predomination of 
textile depictions emphasizing the architectonic structure and its boundary, while in later 
phases, such as Dungkar (13th C.), as will be shown, we find a synthesis of the latter 
architectonic system with mandalic structures and cosmological symbols alluding to a 
Buddhist heaven. However, in contrast to conclusions in previous research, the architectonic 
constructive unity is never undermined in the early Buddhist artistic phase from 10th to 13th 
C.; thus Klimburg-Salter’s generalized canopy-interpretation for the Tabo (1997, see note 8) 
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and Dungkar-ceilings (2001, see note 9) has to be refuted. Collating new data from examples 
of this genre of painting during different periods as a single corpus allows a fresh perspective 
and the interpretation of the structural principles of ceiling designs. The results shows that 
only in later periods (from the 15th C onward) we find illusionist depictions opening the 
constructive borders of built space and mimicking a honorific cover or canopy, as shall be 
shown.  
<17> 
Consistent features in various periods are textile motifs, which enhance the visual richness 
and colourful splendour of sacred space. They reflect the long history of decorating and thus 
dignifying the Buddhist temple with sumptuous draped cloths and religious hangings – 
including baldachins, circular banners of silk (rgyal mtshan), silk brocades with gold and 
silver threads (gya ser) wrapped around pillars, decorating thrones and ceilings, used in 
ceremonies, and honouring the deities – and indicate the high status of textiles in Tibetan 
culture. They have constituted an important aspect of the aesthetic space of Tibetan temples 
up to the present day. As a result of the liturgical value of ritual cloths, over and above their 
economic value, Tibetan temples became one of the most important repositories of precious 
medieval textiles, and are thus of huge significance for the ongoing reconstruction of their 
evolutionary history in Tibet, India, Inner Asia and China.42  
<18> 
In the Buddhist ritual context, there is ample evidence for the importance of offering textiles 
as an act of merit in Buddhist texts since earliest times. Judging from the great number of 
banners and votive textiles found at Buddhist cave sites along the southern Silk Road in 
eastern Central Asia, in Tibet and depicted in the temples discussed here, the devotees 
believed the promise in a speech of Maitreya to his followers on the acquisition of merit by 
making offerings of precious cloths: »It is because you have worshipped Shakyamuni with 
parasols, banners, flags, perfumes garlands [...] that you have arrived here to hear my 
teaching« (Conze 1959: 240)43; (Fig. 23).  
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Fig. 23. Ayutthaya, worshippers offering textiles (photo: E. Lehner) 
<19> 
There is ample evidence for the practice of offering textiles in ceremonial and devotional 
rituals. Piles of fabrics are likewise shown in donor depictions at Tsparang, Red Temple, 
documenting offerings of textiles to the temple (Papa-Kalantari 2007, see note 20; Fig. 24 
and 25-25A).  
 
Fig. 24. Tsaparang, donor depiction with precious offerings, among them silks (photo: L. Fournier) 
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Fig. 25-25A Khorchags, offerings of kataks (photo: Christiane Kalantari) 
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Figs. 26. Khorchags, offerings of kataks  
Furthermore, the donation of precious fabrics is mentioned in inscriptions at Wanla (Ladakh, 
13th-14th C; cf. Papa-Kalantari 2007: 151). Whether used as ritual paraphernalia or 
translated into the medium of painting, textiles are thus charged with the ‘religious aura’ and 
power through their liturgical use, material value and personal veneration by the devotee. In 
the Lhasa Jokhang a space near the sanctum is specifically dedicated to the distribution of 
luxury textiles of silk (as well as gold pigments), to be offered to the central focus of worship 
for Buddhist Tibetans, the Jowo image, in exchange with offerings (Fig. 26). There the 
devotee receives pieces of old namze (robe of silk brocade) from the Lama as contact relics 
(Fig. 26). Offering silks are also tailored to dresses for sculptures and other religious 
paraphernalia in the temple (Figs. 27 and 28). 
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Figs. 27-28. Lhasa, space for the purchase of precious silk garments for the ‘namze’ of the Jobo, 
offering textiles tailored to robes for deities and ritual paraphernalia in the temple  
<20> 
Furthermore the representation of textiles, banners, scarfs and umbrellas (gdugs) on images 
of thrones, celestial palaces, stupas (Figs 29 - 31) and ceiling paintings in early Buddhist 
temples of the Western Himalaya and Western Tibet provide important insights into the ritual 
dimension of Buddhist practice and into personal forms of religious devotion.  
 
Fig. 29. Kakrak (Hindu Kush, ca. 7th C), ceiling depiction, pillars ‘attired’ with precious cloths (Musée 
Guimet) 
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Fig. 30. Lalung, heavenly throne hung with textiles  
 
Fig. 31. Alchi, Sumtsek (Ladakh, ca. 1200), stupa depiction attired with textiles 
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They recall various passages in the Lotus Sutra in which the veneration of the stupa with 
precious cloths is described as most meritorious. There is also the important aspect of the 
stupa containing the relics of the Buddha. The stupa thus became a monument recalling an 
enduring substitute for the bodily aspects of the Buddha and the everlasting memory of His 
miraculous secret power (‘Der Stupa als Bauwerk ist für die anikonische Darstellung des 
Buddha in der indischen Kunst […] dauerhafter Ersatz für den sterblichen Körper, in dem nun 
eine geheimnisvolle Kraft verewigt wird’, Ebert 1985: 41).44 In this concept of space in the 
temple – and in analogy with the symbolism of the stupa – textile depictions in a Buddhist 
temple may also allude to the attire of the Buddha and his dharma body (body of the 
teaching), veiling and unveiling the Buddha's secret nature, which is beyond physical reality 
and thus cannot be portrayed.45 
<21> 
On a higher symbolic level, textiles on the ceiling echo the honorific function of the umbrella 
indicating worldly and spiritual sovereignty46: Atisha, the famous Indian master, who arrived 
in Western Tibet in 1042, was reputed to have been entitled to a retinue of thirteen umbrellas 
which ‘honorifically elevated his spiritual status to that of a Buddha’ (Beer 2003, see note 24: 
182).47 However, in the Western Himalaya temple, also the symbolism of local traditions of 
ephemeral dwellings and ritual fabrics protecting, marking and honouring the sacred area 
and defining a religious space has been continued.48 Sacred spaces defined by carpets, 
precious hangings and thangkas are as well a constant theme in contemporary Buddhist 
theatrical performances by the Buchen in Spiti (Cf. Kalantari49). 
<22> 
Textile depictions also indicate that that sacred space is not solely defined by built 
architecture and – perhaps equally importantly – by the iconographic programme and 
pantheon of deities, which generates a precisely ordered three-dimensional space other 
forms of imaginary ideal space in which the plan of the mandala plays a central role. 
Temples also take up and continue the memory of ephemeral architecture and precious 
honorific textiles defining sacred areas and holy places, and transform the dwelling into a 
virtual celestial throne or palace. 
<23> 
A related dimension relevant in this context is the function of textiles in various ceremonies 
and consecration rituals in which vases (bum pa) – containing various precious substances 
and consecrated waters embodying the visualized mandala of deities (Beer 2003, see note 
24: 199) – and pillars or wooden posts with textiles draped around them play a significant 
role. This important aspect of the consecration of the sculpture or temple may also be 
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reflected in representations of the thrones of deities at Bamiyan, Kakrak (both in the Hindu 
Kush, Fig. 29), Dunhuang, Tabo (mid.11th c.; Papa-Kalantari 2007, see note 20: fig. 19 and 
27) and the chronologically slightly later Lalung (Fig. 30) (in the Western Himalaya), which 
are all attired with clothes.50 The textiles draped around the vase and the throne-pillars may 
honour the deities ‘dwelling’ in them or vases of life-sources in general.51  
<24> 
A unique painting in the Alchi Sumtsek (Ladakh, ca. 1200; Fig. 31) shows a man climbing up 
a rope or chain and carrying on his back a large piece of cloth.52 It may not only reflect the 
act of offering a ritual scarf to the stupa but perhaps it also alludes to the final phase of 
consecration ceremony, comparable to the Hindu temple, when the vase and the banner are 
positioned on the top of the temple (shikara). Above the man is an umbrella from which bells 
(ghanta) are suspended – disseminating the sound of the dharma – as well as long 
streamers with patterns recalling resist-dye techniques known as batik, the motifs of which 
are also found on the ceiling of the Alchi Sumtsek. The stupa depiction is another sign that 
the presence of the Buddha in its architecture continued to be important, and the architecture 
to assure that contact with Him is present. 
<25> 
On the level of personal veneration and popular religious traditions textile depictions also 
reflect the aspect of the interaction between the devotee and the holy image (sku rten), as an 
important component of Buddhist practices. Textiles such as precious clothes made into 
robes and in particular small scarves of silk kataks (kha btags) are offered by the faithful to 
the deity, wrapped around his body in direct contact with it, and may be given back to the 
devotee by a religious dignitary. In this way objects are ‘charged’ with the blessing and power 
or protective qualities of the image or a charismatic person and are transformed into ‘contact 
relics’ (Figs. 25.-25A).53 Depictions of material culture, textiles, jewellery and ornaments in 
the temple thus not only mark, embellish and honour sacred space. They also indicate that it 
is through offerings and liturgical paraphernalia in rituals as well as sensual interaction with 
the holy image (sku rten) on the part of the Buddhist devotee with objects such as precious 
silks that the majesty of the Buddha and his teaching unfold their full significance. All these 
elements reflect the vividness, sense of joy, beauty and sensuality for which the softness of 
silk is exemplary, constituting an important aspect of the cultic dimension of Buddhism in 
Tibet.  
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<26> 
Another important aspect related to the donation of precious silks in Tibetan culture is the 
concept of offering of ‘Five Senses’ which can be found in an image depicted above the 
donors in offering mode in this cave (Fig. 32).  
 
Fig. 32. Khartse, mKhar rdzong, depiction of the‘Offering of the Five Senses’ 
The ‘Five attributes of sensory enjoyments’ also denominated as ‘Five Desire Qualities’ (‘dod 
yon sna lnga) which form a group of the most beautiful objects which can attract the five 
senses of sight, sound, smell, taste and touch (reg bya). Among these offerings that of touch 
is typically represented as a silk cloth.54  
To summarize the Kardzong’s ceiling design displays a strict architectonic system with 
inserted ornamental patterns alluding to textiles of merit and meditation which include 
symbols of iconographic value signigicant for the overall programme and spiritual concept of 
sacred space. 
<27> 
In the last part of this paper we shall provide a comparative analysis of the above discussed 
cassette type of ceiling composition in the Kardzong with a contrasting type of ceiling design 
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in the same valley, providing an important example for a completely different relation 
between ornament and architecture. The latter can be found in a small cave temple, 
provisionally denominated as Tsülgye Cave which has been discovered by Tsering Gyalbo 
during a documentation campaign in 2010, dating perhaps to the 14th or 15th century. The 
ceiling depictions of this cave display a composition with a unique decorative programme, 
which – to our knowledge – has not yet been analysed or documented (Fig. 33-37A).  
 
 
Figs. 33-34. Location of Tsülgye (Tshul skyes) and path to Tsülgye Cave and view from entrance 
inside 
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Fig. 35. Dunhuang, Mandala on paper, c. 10th C.  
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Figs. 36-37A. Tsülgye Cave, internal views 
The entrance of the cave is in the shape of a corridor with a barrel-vaulted ceiling, featuring 
textile patterns, which mimic printed clothes attached to the ceiling. Fragments of figural 
paintings can be seen below. This type of vaulted corridor can be compared with the ca. mid. 
12th C Zhag cave in Pedongpo Valley near Dungkar.55 However - in contrast to the latter - 
the lower parts of the Tsülgye Cave are badly damaged leaving only the rocks exposed. 
Local people informed that the floor is covered by debris and that the space was used as a 
shelter for animals resulting in a damage of the lower parts of the wall. It is also possible that 
the wall-decoration has never been completed.56 From the remaining ceiling decoration, 
which is luckily almost intact, one can assume that there was perhaps originally no clear 
articulation of wall and ceiling as separate units in terms of built structure. Rather the 
decorative scheme generates a distinctive ‘imagined’ architectonic unity designed to shape a 
religious space which contrasts to earlier designs which are consequently subordinated to 
the local architectonic structures of mud-walls and timber roof. The wall-paintings of which no 
traces are left had a crowning element of valances decorated with strings of pearls. These 
valances allude to an architectonic unity namely solid walls and an uppermost border 
decorated with textile hangings, as already discussed. When the practitioner enters the 
religious space he has the impression of painted pilasters or poles on four sides of the walls 
on which rests a circular medallion representing a honorific cover made of a precious 
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material. Between these pilasters, which may mimic poles of the honorific cover or baldachin 
- resting on the corners of the lower square space - is depicted the well known group of 
‘Eight Auspicious Symbols’ (T.  bkra shis rtags brgyad) on a dark background. The space 
between baldachin and valances obviously alludes to an open space: thus the walls 
illusionistic open to heaven, covered by a honorific cloth; this principle is very much in the 
tradition of Buddhist cave temples in Dunhuang (Figs. 38-40; Papa-Kalantari 2000, note 15: 
Fig. 12).  
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Figs. 38-40. Dunhuang, Mogao Caves  
Interestingly, these pillars are organized mainly on the back part of the space and also the 
auspicious objects between the poles are arranged to satisfy a standing point in the centre 
and looking on the back wall of the temple on which was perhaps attached the main icon. 
Comparative material for the relation of painting and architectonic layout, namely the 
combination of a centralized mandala ceiling composition on an arched surface, is provided 
by a small cave temple at Dungkar; also the layout of the mandala featuring a lobed 
medallion with inserted deities in the petals is similar (Figs. 41 and 42). 
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Figs. 41.-42. Dungkar, Ceiling, ‘Small Cave A’  
<28> 
The medallions in both temples show in the central region instead of a lotus rosette – on 
which is usually based the mandala - a medallion with eight spokes recalling a vajra-wheel. A 
diagram for a mandala (perhaps a visual aid for a ritual) from Dunhuang (ca. 10th C; Fig. 35) 
is perhaps the ultimate model of this type. In the outermost rectangular level are the ‚Eight 
Auspicious Signs’, which are also to be found in the outer spheres at the ceiling of Tabo 
above the sanctum (Fig. 19A). The Tabo ceiling above the cella (end of 10th C) is thus 
perhaps the first concrete indicator of a mandalic configuration of space in a Western 
Himalaya temple, circa dating from the same period as the Dunhuang mandala.  
<29> 
The small Dungkar cave contrasts to the larger caves at this site, where one finds ceiling 
structures featuring complex stepped surfaces, alluding to a pseudo-lantern ceiling and also 
to an architectonic system imagined in a mandala palace, which are also to be found in 
contemporaneous ceiling concepts at Alchi (Ladakh, India, ca. 1200). Many elements at 
Dungkar stand in the tradition of Central Asian ceiling designs (e.g. the Western Xia cave 3 
in Yulin), and also take up many motifs such as cosmological hybrid creatures. However in 
the early Western Himalaya phase the Central Asian illusionist baldachin ceilings of 
Dunhuang and Yulin are never taken up.57 In this early Indic phase in the Western Himalaya, 
textile depictions are clearly subordinated to local architectonic systems and never allude to 
a unified honorific cover. 
<30> 
In contrast, a key element in the Tsülgye-Cave not found in earlier cave temples at Dungkar - 
is the combination of an illusionist baldachin and a mandala composition. The central ceiling 
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medallion representing a mandala at Khartse shows an outer fire ring (appearing like fringes 
of a carpet or textile) and a vajra ring, framing a ten-petalled flower-like rosette in which are 
arranged wrathful deities around a central roundel in which is enthroned the main icon; in the 
interstices are ornamental elements alluding to textiles; while in the small cave at Dungkar no 
textile elements are depicted on the mandala ceiling; here limits of space are transcended 
based on the concept of the cosmologic diagram for which the mandala is exemplary; this 
concept contrasts to textiles depictions between the imitated wooden elements of the 
mandalic ceiling designs in the larger caves in this valley (Papa-Kalantari 2007, see note 20: 
Fig. 30) emphasising local architectonic concepts. The medallion at Khartse displays a colour 
scheme indicating four quarters representing the cardinal directions. Furthermore the ceiling 
is arched which - in addition to the structural function - enhances the mandalic hierarchy 
towards the centre with the central deity in the highest position. 
<31> 
This religious programme recalls – as already stated - ceiling depiction at Yulin (Xinjiang, 
China) combining the concept of the illusionist baldachin with an eight-petalled flower-like 
rosette containing a mandala configuration; one example at Yulin (Cave 10) features the four 
Jinas residing in the respective directions (with intermediate Buddhas), around a central 
Vairocana, dateable into the Yuan period (cf. Zhao Le Nin and Luo Ke Hua, 1997: Pl. 112)58. 
<32> 
To sum up: in the evolutionary history of early Western Tibetan temples the multilayered 
symbolism of textile depictions and ornament is an important component of the overall 
programme of the temple reflecting various aspects of religious experience in Tibetan 
Buddhism. This attempt at analysing the individual motifs in the ceiling ornaments has 
enabled a new reading of their function in ceiling compositions as a part of the overall 
iconographic programme and markers of the evolutionary history of architecture in the 
region. The paper focuses in particular on the various uses of textiles in the Buddhist ritual 
practices and their impacts on the definition and perception of sacred space in the Tibetan 
Buddhist sphere.  
<33> 
The Kardzong at Khartse represents a unique example in the rich evolutionary history of 
ceiling paintings, displaying a precisely structured unity of architectonic and pictorial 
elements achieved by material illusions (reflecting the cultic component and veneration 
through precious clothes and honorific covers) and the orthogonal grid system, with its echo 
of architectural features. This synthesis of material illusionism, centralized plan and hierarchy 
of pictorial elements reflects the bond with the overall spiritual programme that culminates in 
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the centre. The latter may perhaps represent a central truth in the programme of this sacred 
space. A hierarchy from the worldly sphere in the corners to a higher truth at the centre59 – 
the depiction with the highest status and highest level of religious conceptual abstraction – 
can be observed, corresponding to the concept of the Buddhist spiritual path and realization 
of the ultimate truth.  
<34> 
Through collating new data from ceiling compositions of different phases in this region and 
focusing on the question of the relation between ornament and architecture the authors tried 
to demonstrate that, while in early phases of this artistic tradition – which I propose to term 
Indo-Tibetan cult-spatial tradition - textile depictions and ornament are subordinated to 
traditional architectonic structures, i.e. simple mud buildings with timber roofs decorated with 
depictions of sumptuous garments (reflecting the use of textiles in local architecture), in later 
phases they become true illusions of ephemerals spaces or symbolic canopies shaping, 
honouring and protecting sacred space, which reflect rather courtly cultures of status and 
religious authority of urban elites in Central Asia. From the 15th C such ephemeral structures 
– combined with mandala configurations as aids of visualization - were transferred also into 
the sacred realm, directing the view of the practitioner to a painted dome of heaven.60 
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